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Abstract

This paper describes a wildfire forecasting application based on a 3D virtual

environment and a fire simulation engine. A novel open source framework

is presented for the development of 3D graphics applications over large ge-

ographic areas, offering high performance 3D visualization and powerful in-

teraction tools for the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) community.

The application includes a remote module that allows simultaneous connec-

tion of several users for monitoring a real wildfire event. The system is able

to manage realistic composition of what is really happening in the area of

the wildfire with dynamic 3D objects and location of human and material

resources in real time, providing a new perspective to analyze the wildfire in-
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formation. The user is enabled to simulate and visualize a wildfire spreading

on the terrain integrating spatial information on topography and vegetation

types with weather and wind data. The application communicates with a

remote web service that is in charge of the simulation task. The user may

specify several parameters through a friendly interface before the applica-

tion sends the information to the remote server responsible of carrying out

the wildfire forecasting using the FARSITE simulation model. During the

process, the server connects to different external resources to obtain up-to-

date meteorological data. The client application implements a realistic 3D

visualization of the fire evolution on the landscape. A Level Of Detail (LOD)

strategy contributes to improve the performance of the visualization system.
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1. Introduction1

During the last years, million hectares of forests have been destroyed2

worldwide by fire. Only in Spain, approximately 75 000 hectares were burnt3

during the first seven months of 2 009. Wildfire comes with catastrophic4

consequences, especially for natural sites. In this sense, forest fire engineers5

need new tools for the decision making process, not only when a wildfire6

occurs in a real environment, but also in a preventive manner.7

We present in this paper a virtual wildfire forecasting system that has8

been implemented attending to the interest of different Canary Islands local9

authorities to protect sensitive natural areas after some recent episodes of10

wildfires. The particular orography and nature richness of these volcanic is-11

lands present challenging difficulties in planning and managing emergencies12
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that have been so far tackled using basically paper maps at different loca-13

tions communicated via telephone lines. The final objective of the system14

is to provide a realistic 3D visualization of the whole area of interest, that15

should serve as an assistant to local services for wildfire situation analysis and16

management when the catastrophe occurs, including the live visualization of17

the different emergency units deployed on the terrain.18

The requirements collected during the analysis of the system imposed that19

the forecasting system should not only visualize the wildfire over a realistic20

3D landscape, but also estimate its evolution according to vegetation charac-21

teristics of the geographical area and weather conditions. For fire modeling,22

the system makes use of FARSITE (Finney, 1998), which is similar to the23

system described in Hoang et al. (2008). FARSITE is a popular fire behavior24

and growth simulator, developed by the Department of Agriculture of the25

United States. FARSITE uses spatial information on topography and fuels,26

along with weather and wind data. It deals with different kinds of fuel mod-27

els depending on the vegetation that exists on the area. This allows getting28

realistic 3D simulations that will help local authorities, not only to prevent29

emergencies, but also to coordinate the task force in emergency situations.30

The 3D virtual environment is based on a novel framework called Ca-31

paware1 which has also been developed by the work team involved in the32

project presented in this paper. It is a cross-platform open source software33

that has been developed in C++ using the graphics toolkit Open Scene Graph34

1http://www.capaware.org
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(OSG)2 and the wxWidgets3 library. With Capaware anyone may instantly35

create a visual environment with many layers of terrain information, offering36

a plug-in capability to allow software developers to enhance its functionalities37

or create new ones.38

The interface includes a time panel that helps forest engineers to visu-39

alize and contrast past and ongoing fire propagation over the terrain. This40

provides an easy to use graphic tool for a better understanding of fire sim-41

ulations. During the fire expansion, burned areas are displayed by a dark42

overlay to make the visualization more realistic.Additionally, a color scale43

can be used to distinguish the burned areas.44

The system is currently being evaluated by the emergency services of45

the Canary Islands Regional Government. After this evaluation, the new46

version could include new tools to the decision making process both during47

real situations and for preventive measures design.48

Wildfire prediction and visualization has been a topic of interest for more49

than ten years, mainly thanks to recent advances in information technology50

(Ahrens et al., 1997; McCormick and Ahrens, 1998). As a result, 3D wild-51

fire visualization has become an object of study, not only for its technical52

aspects (Hoang et al., 2008; Sherman et al., 2007b; Su et al., 2006), but also53

the wide range of possibilities that a 3D scenario can show during a wildfire.54

3D Visualization provides realistic depiction that is useful for forest engineers55

and fire officials. For that purpose, the very first approaches already pointed56

out the dependency upon winds, temperatures and moisture of fire behavior,57

2http://www.openscenegraph.org
3http://www.wxwidgets.org
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being considered still in recent solutions like in Reinhardt and Crookston58

(2003).59

Commercial solutions applied to wildfire visualization in graphic environ-60

ments are common, for example the 3D Nature packages (GeoConnexion,61

2008) and Visual Nature Studio (VNS) software analyzed in Williams et al.62

(2008). In addition open source tools have been studied in immersive scenar-63

ios (Sherman et al., 2007b; Su et al., 2006), for example VRFire (Sherman64

et al., 2007a) and VFire (Hoang et al., 2008) packages.65

3D fire visualization has also shown its interest in other applications such66

as in training for emergency situations. In this sense, virtual reality or visua-67

lization tools can be used in training situations where it would be dangerous68

or expensive to participate in a real scenario (Hoang et al., 2008; Smith and69

Ericson, 2009; Su et al., 2006). In Hoang et al. (2008) the immersive applica-70

tion represents terrain, vegetation and fire. Other applications in hazardous71

situations are described in Basic et al. (2003).72

Wildfire visualization requires a model to simulate fire behavior. A review73

of fire modeling can be found in Sullivan (2008), but different approaches are74

present in recent literature (Douglas et al., 2006a,b; Mandel et al., 2005;75

Serón et al., 2005).76

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description of77

the 3D geographical system. Section 3 describes the implementation of the78

forecasting system using a wildfire simulation engine. Section 4 deals with79

the wildfire representation and visualization inside the system. And finally,80

some remarks and future works are presented in the conclusions.81
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2. The 3D Geographical framework82

Virtual managers are powerful tools in critical situations where lots of83

data are present and the response time is critical. For that reason, several84

applications have been developed to wildfire extinguishing, management and85

simulation using web technologies. Multimedia and Virtual Reality have also86

been applied more recently in Sherman et al. (2007a); Thon et al. (2007),87

with a clear intention to assist technicians in wildfire management.88

2.1. The 3D Virtual Environment89

The graphical interface is provided by the Capaware framework,a 3D Mul-90

tilayer Geographical Environment. Figure 1 shows the application interface91

with one of the Canary Islands – Gran Canaria – and several geographical92

layers over it. Capaware has the usual GIS software features, allowing the93

integration of geographical layers and 3D objects over the virtual terrain. An94

additional feature of the software offers the visualization of dynamic objects95

over the 3D generated world, providing a new perspective to analyze the in-96

formation. In addition, Capaware gives the user the opportunity to manage97

the resources and objects placed in the terrain.98

Figure 1: Geographical layers. Example of the Capaware application showing several

geographical layers over Gran Canaria Island.

Different resources, like humans or vehicles, are represented as 3D objects99

in the scenario. Additionally, if these resources have attached GPS devices,100

the framework provides tools to see their real-time position and track data,101
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giving technicians a kind of movie shot of what is happening in the area.102

Each GPS device sends periodically updated information about its position103

to a server. This server keeps files with the track data of every device. For104

those devices that are active in the system, Capaware requests information105

to the server every four seconds, and updates visually their position on the106

terrain. Also, users could request track data of a device in a specific time107

interval.108

The management of a wildfire involves such a large number of institu-109

tions, human and material resources, that makes the coordination of all those110

elements and factors particularly complex without a powerful supporting sys-111

tem. In the area of decision making, it is unfeasible to provide an effective112

command if the available information is biased or contradictory.113

The features of the 3D system Capaware allows to obtain a realistic com-114

position of what is really happening in the area of the wildfire, as seen in115

Fig. 2. The users can have a graphical representation of metadata attributes116

of all the elements involved in the operation in such a quick and easy to117

understand way. Finally, users can access the enormous amount of available118

internet data layers by means of the Web Map Service (WMS) that belongs119

to the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)4 standards.120

2.2. Framework architecture121

The Capaware architecture is composed of three different levels. The122

first level comprises the operating system and the basic graphical libraries123

such as the already mentioned Open Scene Graph and wxWidgets libraries.124

4http://www.opengeospatial.org/
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The second level is the Capaware core, containing basic components that125

permit the development of 3D applications with many layers of geographical126

information. The third level contains utility libraries and the plug-in inter-127

face that allows developing new functionalities. The wildfire simulator was128

created using this interface, being thus an external plug-in of Capaware.129

The Capaware framework includes a peer to peer connection among users130

that provides interesting communication strategies in a real wildfire situation.131

For example, scene elements during a simulation as firewalls or 3D virtual132

models can be gained by remote users, allowing status modifications for those133

elements based on the true situation of the wildfire. The LayerTree interface134

panel offers access to the whole set of scene entities. From the LayerTree135

panel, a user may select which entities will be shared with other users. The136

communication with a remote user is established using an IP address. After137

a successful peer to peer connection, a copy of the shared entity is transferred138

to the remote machine. Thanks to a sender-receiver protocol implemented139

with sockets, connected users may modify the shared entities guaranteeing140

coherence. Then, other users could share these entities, allowing several users141

to share a group of entities in the 3D scenario. To prevent access to restricted142

entities in a 3D scene, every station of the system network publishes a tree143

of entities that may be accessible by any remote user.144

Figure 2: Management tasks. Example of the Capaware application in management tasks.
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3. The Wildfire Simulation Engine145

The implementation of the forecasting system has been carried out by a146

plug-in software that communicates with Capaware.147

3.1. Using FARSITE as a wildfire simulation engine148

This plug-in makes use of a Web Service that encapsulates open-source149

Core FARSITE as a kernel-based wildfire simulator. As mentioned in the150

introduction, FARSITE is a fire behavior and growth simulator that uses151

topography, the distribution of heterogeneous combustion material, weather152

and wind data, making it a valid solution in different environments.153

In the particular context of the application described in this paper, the154

service schema employed ensures the interoperability with any other new vi-155

sualization tool. More in detail, the advantages of using a service architecture156

are:157

• Interoperability: Both the service and the data returned can be158

reached with standard technologies.159

• Simplicity: Although the final user has the option to overwrite the160

data, the server has a copy of all static data required by the simula-161

tion engine. This avoids technical staff from wasting time using data162

customization in FARSITE.163

• Up-to-date information: A weather server managed by the Canary164

Islands Institute of Technology is responsible to provide an up-to-date165

information of the meteorology affecting a wildfire simulation.166
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• Reliability: This project team has carried out extensive benchmarks167

with FARSITE, trying to catch out scenarios and input data which168

drives a simulation to a wrong final result. This knowledge has been169

transferred to the service to analyze all the requests, in order to identify170

the problems before the simulation execution.171

• Functionality: In order to provide an effective and useful service, new172

features were added to the open-source module Core FARSITE. These173

new functionalities can be very useful for future developers, such as the174

option to dynamically add, modify and remove new ignition points and175

firewalls in the land.176

This schema abstracts technicians of complex details and provides new177

functionalities. Figure 3 shows an overview of this schema.178

Figure 3: Wildfire simulation global schema with Capaware.

3.2. The simulation cycle of life179

Once the process started, the plug-in asks the user for all the data needed180

for the simulation execution. Most of the information is related to the181

weather, the terrain extension, the simulation time periods, and the loca-182

tion of fire ignition points and firewalls. Other essential information, such183

as vegetation fuel model, moisture and the topography of the terrain, are184

provided by the server automatically. The vegetation combustion model is185

collected as a tabulated grid of values representing different combustion ma-186

terials. The next step is to adapt the input data to the format required187
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by FARSITE, and send it to its core. A Meteorological Forecasting System188

located in Gran Canaria island based on MM5 and satellite images provides189

to the FARSITE core the weather forecast for the selected region during the190

next 48 hours. This prediction is used by the core as the last required input.191

After that, the service starts the simulation. The whole process is monitored192

by the service itself which, once it detects that the simulation is over, col-193

lects all the output data and compiles it into a matrix dataset. Finally, the194

web service serves the output dataset through a standard OPeNDAP server195

and returns to Capaware the URL where the file can be obtained, as seen in196

Fig. 3.197

On the top of the features described above, a module has been developed198

to download the results of simulations (NetCDF files) and split it into high-199

level C++ classes for developing issues.200

The output file encapsulates a set of matrices that stores, at each instant201

of time, the perimeter positions of the wildfire besides a large set of metadata202

describing, among other parameters, the fire spread rate, flame height, fire203

intensity and time arrival of the fire front. All this information is used by204

Capaware as an internal dynamic object that can be represented in 3D, see205

Fig. 4.206

Figure 4: Wildfire perimeters from the simulation process.
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4. Wildfire Visualization207

The visual representation of wildfires in a virtual environment is a com-208

plex task, since those wildfires may affect a large patch of land, and the209

amount of information to manage is usually huge. After a simulation, FAR-210

SITE provides information about the fire perimeters, the intensity of flames211

in each perimeter, the time of arrival of the fire to a point, the velocity of212

the front, etc. In order to visualize the propagation of a blaze in a realistic213

manner, we have to cope with high demands of computing resources.214

4.1. Graphic representation215

The fire visualization is based on two particle systems to model sepa-216

rately the flame and the smoke. The particle system is a standard technique217

presented in Reeves (1983), and it is used to simulate fuzzy phenomena in a218

graphic environment. Particle systems are controlled by an emitter, which is219

the source of the particles, and it defines their location in the 3D space. The220

emitter manages different parameters to control the behavior of the particles,221

like the number of particles per unit of time, the initial velocity, their lifetime222

and color, or their predominant direction. The appearance of the particles223

may vary in order to simulate several physical phenomena like, for instance,224

the presence of wind, different burning materials, or the time evolution of225

the flames.226

The graphics toolkit provides several mechanisms to efficiently model the227

fire perimeters through the use of placer objects. Every placer comprises a228

set of particle systems that are arranged linearly. It allows us to represent229

the perimeters as flame polygons with different intensities and life times.230
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Figure 5: Wildfire visualization. Visualization showing the color palette used to represent

the time stamp of the different burned areas. Red color represents the recently burned

areas, and blue color represents the areas burned a long time ago.

The burned area is drawn with a darker texture during the animation231

process. It grows at the same time as the fire front evolves. It is also possible232

to draw the burned area using different colors for the perimeters. This allows233

the user to analyze its origin and the time evolution like in Fig. 5.234

4.2. Blaze animation235

The propagation of the blaze is carried out by means of a curve morphing236

technique. There exists a broad number of different morphing techniques (see237

Gomes et al. (1999) for a survey). Normally, in the case of wildfires, the set238

of perimeters are concentric curves that progressively extend on its normal239

direction. This allows us to compute a direct morphing transformation.240

New interpolated perimeters are generated between the ones obtained by241

the simulation engine. Given an initial perimeter, new points are dynami-242

cally introduced for the combinatorial compatibility with the following curve,243

as seen in Figure 6. This compatibility is necessary to ensure that the source244

and target curves have the same number of vertices. They are equally dis-245

tributed in the polygon to avoid an inappropriate concentration. Then, there246

is a match between source and target vertices with minimum distance and247

preserving the topological disposal. Finally, the animation is carried out by248

linearly interpolating these matching pairs.249

Each interpolated curve is projected onto the 3D terrain and new vertices250
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are introduced for a better adaptation to the orography of the land. The251

number of interpolated perimeters depends on the time step chosen by the252

user and the level of detail strategy that is explained in the following section.253

Figure 6: Combinatorial compatibility. During the morphing process, new vertices are

inserted in the source curve, P i, to make the number of points equal to the target curve,

P i+1.

4.3. Level Of Detail strategy254

In order to reduce the amount of information, the fire visualization ap-255

proach is modified attending to the distance from the user to the terrain.256

A Level Of Detail (LOD) strategy is implemented to reduce the underlying257

mesh vertices, the number of particles and the number of flames per perime-258

ter, depending on the distance from the camera.259

The purpose of the LOD strategy is to keep up the appearance of the260

scene as realistic as possible, while reducing the graphic complexity, see Lind-261

strom et al. (1996); Suárez and Plaza (2009) for two examples in terrains,262

and L.D. Floriani (1996); Heok and Daman (2004); Pajarola and Gobbetti263

(2007) for surveys of methods. When the user is far from the wildfire, it is264

not necessary to show much detail, but when the scene is closer, the graphic265

details are increased.266

The chosen LOD strategy represents the terrain as a quadtree data struc-267

ture which is pre-computed and stored in disk at the phase of terrain setup.268

The top-most node in the quadtree depicts the terrain at the lowest level269
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of detail using tiled blocks of Triangulated Irregular Networks (TIN) mod-270

els, L.D. Floriani (1996). The subsequent four descendants represent the271

terrain at a higher level of detail, and so on to the bottom of the quadtree.272

When the user navigates on the terrain, the system visualizes the most favor-273

able mesh representation, in terms of the distance terrain-observer. A disk274

load and clean memory algorithm performs the management of the quadtree275

in real time.276

Figure 7: Level Of Detail for the particle systems. The size of the particle systems are

modified depending on the distance to the camera.

Fire perimeters are also adapted during the navigation. This is accom-277

plished by modifying the behavior of the particle systems and the resolution278

of the perimeters. Changing the parameters of the emitter, we may modify279

the number and the velocity of the particles, as seen in Figure 7. New ver-280

tices are inserted or removed from the curves depending on the distance. The281

closer the user is to the fire, the bigger the amount of vertices of the curves.282

The vertices are selectively inserted to preserve the shape of the polygons.283

The graphics toolkit applies the LOD process to increase the resolution284

of the mesh and textures of the landscape. We start the adaptation of the285

perimeters at the same time that the graphics toolkit initiates the landscape286

LOD to ensure a better fit to the orography of the land. The shape of the287

fire should look similar independently of the camera viewpoint, the distance288

to the blaze, and the varying precision of the underlying mesh.289

Finally, the performance of the graphic visualization is enhanced by chan-290
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ging the the animation time step. The number of interpolated curves are291

augmented or decreased depending on the system overload and the distance292

from the viewpoint to the scene.293

5. Conclusions294

In this paper we have presented a novel system for the management of295

emergencies related to wildfires. The wildfire forecasting application is deve-296

loped within the Capaware framework, which is an open source cross-platform297

framework to develop 3D geographical multilayer applications. This frame-298

work allows the visualization of very large 3D landscapes with an easy to299

use graphical user interface. With its plug-in system capability, the inclusion300

of the wildfire forecasting tool has been straightforward. The software has301

the usual GIS features, and it allows not only the integration of geographi-302

cal layers over the 3D land, but also the insertion of 3D designed objects.303

An additional feature of the software allows the visualization of dynamics304

3D objects in the terrain, providing a realistic and efficient way to view and305

analyze the information.306

The wildfire system makes use of the FARSITE simulation engine to offer307

predictive functions to the forest engineers. We have designed a remote web308

service that is invoked from the client application. This service receives309

some information from the client, and connects to different servers to obtain310

meteorological information. It simulates the behavior of the fire with the311

help of FARSITE, sending the results back to the Capaware client.312

A more realistic visualization of the fire progression allows us to analyze313

its behaviour and to consider/take some preventive measures in advance.314
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The visualization of the blaze is carried out by means of a morphing process,315

using two different particle systems for the flames and the smoke. With the316

3D graphics capabilities of Capaware and the wildfire forecasting application,317

the forest engineers and managers have a powerful tool in the decision making318

process.319

A forthcoming version of the system may include new functionalities such320

as a greater interactivity with the FARSITE simulation engine. The users321

will be able to change the simulation parameters in real time, and analyze322

the subsequent effects. New tools to study the fire behavior like its velocity,323

the predicted burned area, the propagation time or the time of arrival to324

populated areas, would allow the users to deploy efficient preventive mea-325

sures. Multiple parallel simulations would provide a broad overview of the326

possible situations with different meteorological conditions.327

Our 3D wildfire system has been recently used in the wildfire simulation328

and depiction of a fire occurred in La Palma Island (Spain), where 2 700329

hectares were burnt. We expect an increasing use of the tool with the aim330

to help reducing the devastating consequences of wildfires.331
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